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It is our duty to pay for our liberty with our 

own blood. The freedom that we shall win 

through our sacrifice and exertions, we shall 

be able to preserve with our own strength."

“No real change in history has ever been 

achieved by discussions.”1



Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was an Indian 

Nationalist and a charismatic leader. His 

love for the country, and through his struggle for gaining independence for the 

country, he earned great respect by the countrymen and the title ‘Netaji’. 

Subhas Chandra Bose was born on 23rd January 1897, in Cuttack, a Bengal province in British 
India (present day Orissa). 

His Alma Mater includes: University of Calcutta (B.A. in Philosophy in 1919), and University of 
Cambridge (B.A. in Mental and Moral Sciences Troops in 1921). 

He has been to: 

1. Baptist Mission’s Protestant European School, Cuttack (1902-1909) 

2. Ravenshaw Collegiate School, Cuttack (1909-1912) 

3. Presidency College, Calcutta (1912-1916) 

4. Scottish Church College (Calcutta University), Calcutta (1917-1919) 

5. Fitzwilliam Hall, Non-Collegiate Student's Board (Cambridge University), Cambridge (1919-
1921) 

Subhas was also the 5th mayor of Calcutta, and his in-office duration was from 22nd August 1930 
to 15th April 1931. 

He was the president of the Indian National Congress (INC) from 18th January 1938 to 29th April 
1939. 

Subhas led the All India Forward Bloc which emerged as a faction within the INC in 1939. 

He was the president of All India Forward Bloc from 22nd June 1939 to 16th January 1941. 

He was secretly married to Emilie Schenkl in 1937. 

The title ‘Netaji’ was given to Subhas Chandra Bose by the Indian soldiers of the Indian Legion, 
and German and Indian officials at the Special Bureau of India in Berlin, in 1942. 

Bose was the leader of INA from 4th July 1943 to 18th August 1945. 

“When we stand, the Azad Hind Fauj has to be like a 

wall of granite; when we march, the Azad Hind Fauj 

has to be like a steamroller.”
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Birth & Family 
(1897) 
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• Bose’s mother, Prabhavati Bose, was the anchor of the family, She gave birth to her first child at the age of 

14. 

• Bose had 13 siblings. He was the 9th child and 6th son to his parents. 

• Bose’s father, Janakinath Bose, was a successful lawyer. Janakinath was loyal to the British India 

Government. He was a self-made man from a village of Calcutta. 

Janakinath Bose and Prabhavati Bose, parents of Subhas Chandra Bose 

Bose Family Photograph Netaji Birth Place Museum in Cuttack 
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Education 
(1902-1921) 

Bose began his schooling at the age of 5 from the Baptist 

Mission’s Protestant European School in Cuttack. The school 

followed the English curriculum. Latin, the Bible, British 

history and geography were taught. Moreover, no Indian 

language was taught. 

Janakinath Bose made this choice of school for his children as 

he wanted them to learn and speak flawless English, with a 

perfect accent and intonation. He thought this to be 

important for easy access to the British in India. 

On the other hand, only Bengali language 

was used for communication in Bose’s 

family at home. His mother worshipped 

Hindu goddesses like mother Durga 

and mother Kali. She used to tell 

stories from great Hindu epics, 

Ramayana and Mahabharata, and 

sung Bengali songs. 

Bose adadapted to his nurturing spirit 

with the help of his mother, from learning 

to help people in distress, enjoying gardening 

around the house, to getting introduced to sports. 

Bose and his brothers next moved to Ravenshaw Collegiate 

School in Cuttack, in 1909. Here Bengali and Sanskrit 

languages were also taught. Despite continuing with western 

education, he preferred to wear Indian clothes and involve 

more in religion. 

He involved himself in Indian literature. He supported the 

ideas of Ramakrishna Paramahansa, an Indian Bengali mystic, 

in the letters he wrote to his mother. He was even inspired by 

the ideas of Swami Vivekanand. 

Bose had a keen interest in the book by Bankim Chandra 

Chaterjee, Ananda Math, a popular novel among Hindu men 

then. 

Bose was brilliantly studious. Despite many side hustles he 

knew well when to focus on his studies, complete them, 

and then succeed in exams. In 1912, University of 

Calcutta conducted the matriculation 

examination, when Bose ended up securing 

the 2nd position. 

Bose again with his five elder brothers 

moved to Presidency College, Calcutta, in 

1913, and chose to study Philosophy, where 

his reading included Immanuel Kant, George 

Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Henri-Louis 

Bergson, and other western philosophers. 

Around that time he developed a bond of friendship 

with Hemanta Kumar Sarkar, an Indian author, and 

Bose’s associate in religious yearnings. In 1914, they travelled 

together to northern India in search of a ‘guru’ for 

themselves, to guide them. Bose’s family, being 

unaware of the trip, thought that he had run away. 

On their journey to find a ‘guru’, Bose ended up 

catching a typhoid fever.  
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On the other hand, his absence caused a huge grief to his parents, which further resulted in an 

emotional breakdown on his return. Janakinath confronted his son with great temper which 

resulted in a heated argument. This incident even caused the return of Sarat Chandra Bose from 

England where he was studying law. Soon after this incident, Subhas focussed on studies, 

debating and student journalism at Presidency. 

In 1916, Bose had his name in the rumours about an incident that involved E. F. Oaten, Professor of 

History at Presidency. Students claimed that Oaten has made some offensive remarks about 

Indian Culture, and even pushed some students. On the other hand, Oaten said that students were 

being unacceptably undisciplined right outside his class. A few days later, on 15th February, some 

students surrounded Oaten on the stairway and beat him with sandals, and ran away. An inquiry 

was done, and a college servant claimed Bose to be present among the students who fled. Bose was 

expelled and rusticated from the University of Calcutta. 

Bose’s family had good connections to the vice-chancellor of the university, Ashutosh Mukherjee. 

Despite this fact, expulsion continued till July 20th, 1917, when he was granted permission to 

return, but to another college. So he joined Scottish Church College, received his B.A. in 1918 in the 

First Class honours in Philosophy. 

Bose’s father urged him to travel to England and prepare for Indian Civil Services (ICS) 

Examination. Therefore, he arrived in London on 20th October 1919, and prepared to apply for the 

ICS Examination. For his references he put down the names of Satyendra Prasanna Sinha, a 

prominent Indian lawyer, and Bhupendranath Basu, a wealthy lawyer from Calcutta who sat on 

the council of India in London. 

Presidency College in 1851 
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Simultaneous to preparing for the ICS Examination, Bose was eager to take admission at the University 

of Cambridge. Since it was past the deadline for admission, the Non-Collegiate Student Board, helped 

him by offering university’s education at an economical cost without formal admission to a college. He 

went on to study the Mental and Moral Sciences Tripos at Cambridge, and since he was already a B.A, 

the completion requirement was reduced to 2 years in Cambridge. 

In August 1920, Subhas took the competitive exam for 6 vacancies in the ICS, and was placed 4th. But 

the final exam was left to be conducted in 1921. The topics for the final exam included the Indian Penal 

Code, the Indian Evidence Act, Indian History, and an Indian language. For Subhas, these subjects were 

the easy ones. Yet he began to have doubts regarding taking or not the final exam. He communicated his 

thoughts to his father and his brother, Sarat Chandra Bose. 

Around that time, he wrote to his brother, Sarat, informing him how delighted he was after receiving his mother’s letter where she 

stated that in spite of what father and others thought, she favoured the ideals of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. 

Subhas has been in touch with C.R. Das. Das was a lawyer, who was now rising as a prominent politician in Bengal. He encouraged 

Subhas to return to Calcutta. Subhas, half-heartedly appeared for his Cambridge B.A. final examination, and passed in the third class. 

He then sailed to India in June 1921. 

Bose believed: “It is not possible to serve one’s country in the best and fullest manner if one is chained on to civil services.” 

In April 1921, Subhas made a firm decision in this context, and wrote to Sarat informing and apologizing for the pain caused to his parents.  

Bose as a student in 1920 

Subhash with his brother Sarat Chandra Bose 

Education 
 (1902-1921)

Chittaranjan Das 

“Forget not that the grossest crime is to 

compromise with injustice and wrong. 

Remember the eternal law: you must give, if 

you want  to get.”
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• 24-year old Subhas arrived on the shores of India at Bombay on 16th July 1921, 

and immediately went on to arrange a meeting with Mahatma Gandhi.

• Gandhi, at that time, was the leader of the Non-Cooperation Movement that had 

taken India by storm, around that time.

• Gandhi agreed to meet Bose. Bose wanted to know more about the strategies of 

Gandhi. But he felt that answers given by Gandhi sounded vague. He did not have 

a clear plan. Bose didn't agree to his idea of non-violence. He strongly believed 

that freedom can never be achieved through non-violence.

• In 1925, he was arrested in Mandalay in a roundup of nationalists, and was 

released in 1927. He then became general secretary of the Congress Party. 

Congress appointed the Motilal Nehru Committee in 1928. This committee was in 

favour of Domination status, but both Bose and Nehru opposed it, and said that 

they wouldn't be satisfied with anything but complete independence.

• A little later in 1930, Bose was arrested and put in jail for Civil Disobedience. He was 

then released in 1931 after the Gandhi-Irwin Pact was signed. He was against this 

pact and opposed the suspension of the Civil Disobedience movement after Bhagat 

Singh and associates were hanged.

• Subhas was soon arrested again under the Bengal Regulation and was released after 

a year on medical grounds. In 1933, he visited Europe in the name of a surgery. But 

his real motive was something else.

• On the other hand, Bose idolized C.R. Das as he was more flexible with his 

thoughts than Gandhi. It was Das who introduced Bose to nationalist politics, by 

launching him in the Indian National Congress.

• Bose was elected as the President of All India Youth Congress and the Secretary of 

Bengal State Congress, in 1923.

• Newspaper - “Swaraj” was launched by Bose under the mentorship of 

Chittaranjan Das, to publicize the Bengal Provincial Congress Committee. 

• Bose was also the editor of newspaper “Forward”, again introduced by 

Chittaranjan Das.

• In 1924, Bose worked as the CEO of the Calcutta Municipal Corporation.

Bose’s Years In The Indian National Congress 
(1921-1941)

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose with Gandhi

Bose in inauguration of the Indian Society in Prague in 1926

Netaji with Congress President, 

Motilal Nehru in 1928

Bose in Austria
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• His main motive was to promote politico-cultural contacts between India and 

Europe, and to accomplish this he worked on establishing centres in different 

European capitals.

• During his time in Europe, he wrote the first part of his book, “The Indian 

Struggle”, which covered the country's struggle for independence in the years 

1920-1934.

• Subhas fell in love with Emilie, and before setting off for India in 1937, both got 

married in a secret Hindu ceremony. Secret because there was no record or proof 

of that marriage.

• Bose was again arrested in 1937 when he returned from Austria, and was released 

in 1938, when Congress came to power in seven states after the general elections.

• In 1938, Bose stood up for the idea of self-governance or “Swaraj”, which 

emphasized the use of force against the British. This idea was greatly opposed by 

Gandhi, who was also against Bose's idea to split the INC. The rift was created 

while Gandhi wanted Bose to create his own cabinet. Nehru and Bose were also 

divided. 

• This was the time when Bose met Emilie Schenkl while searching for a typist for 

his book in Austria, Europe. She was introduced to Bose by Dr. Mathur, Bose's 

friend and an Indian physician living in Vienna. 

Cover Page of The Indian Struggle, book 

by Subhash Chandra Bose

Subhash with wife Emilie Schenkl

Netaji returned to India from Austria 

in 1937

Netaji Bose with Jawaharlal Nehru

Bose’s Years In 
The Indian National 

Congress (1921-1941)
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• In a Congress meeting in 1939, Bose was elected president over Pattabhi 

Sitaramayya, who was favoured by Gandhi. This was due to U. Muthuramalingam 

Thevar, who strongly supported Bose in the intra-party conflict, and so he went on 

to mobilize complete votes of South India for Bose.

• But since the working committee was greatly in favour of Gandhian ideology, Bose 

found it  a better  option to resign from his role.

• On June 22, 1939, Bose established the All India Forward Bloc, a body within the 

INC. He was greatly supported by Thevar in Madurai.

• When World War II broke out in 1939, Viceroy Lord Linlithgow, without consulting the Congress leaders, 

decided to send Indian troops to war. Bose led a civil disobedience campaign against Linlithgow by initiating 

a mass protest in Calcutta to remove the Holwell Monument. 

• Bose was again arrested but was soon released owing to a hunger strike by his supporters. He was then kept 

under house arrest.

Flag of All India Forward Bloc

Bose’s Visit To Nazi Germany And Formation Of 
Azad Hind Fauj (1941-1943)

Subhas, with the help of his family members and workers, was able to deceive the officer at his Elgin Road house in 

Calcutta and successfully escaped the arrest on the night of 17th January, 1941.

The Wanderer Car which was used by Netaji to flee after escaping from house arrest.

Bose’s Years In 
The Indian National 

Congress (1921-1941)
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• For the last few days before his escape, he sought solitude, and so he avoided meeting anyone, and grew a beard. He 

dressed as Pathan (brown long coat and broad pyjamas) on the night of escape, so that no one identifies him.

• He reached Gomoh Railway Station in Bihar that night by car. He journeyed to Peshawar by train.

• He met Akbar Shah in Peshawar and stayed at the home of Abad Khan, a trusted friend of Akbar Shah. On 26th January, 

1941, he began his journey to Russia through British India's North West Frontier with Afghanistan. He did this with 

the help of Akbar Shah. Since Bose didn't know Afghani language, Shah suggested him to act dumb and adapt to 

resemble the tribesmen of that area, so as to keep away from being identified.

• He was then guided into Afghanistan and to the border with Soviet Russia, via Kabul, by the supporters of Aga Khan III. 

All this while he was disguised as an Afghani insurance agent.

• Next he disguised as an Italian nobleman Count Orlando Mazzotta, and travelled to Moscow on his passport.

• In Moscow, he felt that Russia's enmity with the British rule in India would 

work in his favour, but he soon dropped the idea because Soviets' response 

disappointed him, and so he went on to meet German ambassador, Count von 

der Schulenberg, in Moscow. He helped Bose to flee to Berlin in a courier 

aircraft.

• On reaching Berlin, he headed towards meeting Adolf Hitler, the leader of 

Nazi Party in Germany. The meeting resulted in favour of Bose's plan. 
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose with Adolf Hitler

• He formed the Indian Legion or the “Azad Hind Fauj” from the Indian prisoners of war who fought for the 

British in North Africa before being captured by Axis forces. The legion had 4500 soldiers. It was combined with 

the Waffen-SS (a Nazi Party's SS organization). The members of the legion swore that they will obey the leader 

of the German race and state, Adolf Hitler, as the commander of the German armed forces in the fight for India, 

whose leader was Subhas Chandra Bose. Bose was prepared to begin invading India via USSR by Nazi troops, 

led by the Azad Hind Legion.

Flag of Azad Hind Fauj and it's soldiers

Bose’s Visit To Nazi 
Germany And 

Formation Of Azad 
Hind Fauj (1941-1943)
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• Other than this Bose started the Azad Hind Radio in 1942 while in Germany. It was sponsored by Germany, and it's 

broadcasting was managed by the Special Bureau for India in Germany. This radio platform was used by Bose to urge 

the Indians to join Azad Hind Legion and fight for the Axis powers.

• While meeting with Hitler, Bose had this suspicion that the dictator was 

more interested in using his soldiers to win propaganda victories than the 

military ones.

• His suspicion turned out to be true when Hitler's tanks rolled across the 

Soviet Borders. It was now clear that the German army was not capable of 

helping him drive Britishers from India.

• He was greatly saddened, and so in February 1943, he boarded a German 

naval submarine and sailed to Japan, and behind him the soldiers of the 

legion were left leaderless.

I-29 submarine crew after civilian transfer from U-129 in 1943

• All this while in Germany, he lived with Emilie Schenkl, whom he 

married when he visited  Germany in 1937. Emilie gave birth to a 

girl in 1942, and she was named Anita. Anita grew up as Anita 

Schenkl. She adopted her father's name later in life and was called 

Anita Bose.

Emilie Shenkl with her daughter, Anita Bose; and Anita Bose with former 
president of India, Pranab Mukherjee-- 13angle

Bose Family Photograph after 1942

Bose’s Visit To Nazi 
Germany And 

Formation Of Azad 
Hind Fauj (1941-1943)
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• Subhas Chandra Bose arrived in Japan in 1943, he planned to 

revive the idea of forming an army in alliance with Japan, and take 

over the charge of Indian National Army from Rash Behari Bose, to 

form the Second Indian National Army.

• The First Indian National Army was disbanded in December 

1942 due to differences between Hikari Kikan and Mohan Singh, as 

he came to know that Japanese High Command were using the 

Indian National Army as pawns in the path of achieving their goals.

• Bose was successfully able to revive and organize the army, with the help of the Indian population. 

People lent support both by joining the army or by providing financial help, even after huge military 

oppositions for the Azad Hind Movement.

Bose’s Visit To Imperial Japan 
(1943-1945)

Bose in Tokyo, 1943

• One of the most famous quotes by Bose, “Tum mujhe khoon do, main tumhe azadi 

dunga!”, was used by him in a motivational speech for the Indian National Army at a 

rally in Burma on July 4th, 1944. Through this speech he wanted to urge more and 

more people to join in the fight against British Rule in India.

• The Indian National Army was under the control of the Azad Hind Government, 

which was recognised by 9 Axis states viz. Japan, Germany, China, a provincial 

government of Burma, Italian Social Republic, Japanese-occupied Philippines, 

Manchukuo, the Independent State of Croatia, and the Wang Jingwei regime in 

Nanjing.

• In 1943, the Provincial Government and the Indian National Army were established 

in Andaman and Nicobar Islands after it was possessed by Japan in 1942, and due to 

this the Japanese navy still remained under the control of the administration of the 

island.

Netaji in INA uniform

Azad Hind Currency

• Next, the Indian Flag (Tricolour) was raised in a town of Manipur in north-eastern India, and along with it Kohima and 

Imphal were also captured by the Japanese army, in association with the brigades of the Indian National Army.

• But Japanese resources depleted in fight with the British and soon they were defeated, and with this was defeated 

Bose's dream to occupy at least a part of Indian mainland. At the end of the war, almost all the INA troops and Japan 

surrendered.

• Bose never wanted to surrender, and so he again planned an escape to Manchuria to join hands with the Soviet Union.21



• Mystery? Yes! A 'mystery' because there's no solid proof to any of Bose's death stories. A lot of 

predictions and stories have made rounds in the past, and they do even till date. There are a lot 

of myths about his death, but there's no confirmation to any of them.

• The most prominent of all has been the prediction that he died in a plane crash on 18th August, 

1945. This is believed by people because Bose never appeared in front of anyone after this day. 

But there are a lot of facts that oppose this prediction.

• The incident occured while he was travelling to Manchuria in an overloaded Japanese plane. 

While the plane was flying over the Taipei city of Taiwan, the passengers inside the plane 

heard a loud sound, while the plane took a different path than the regular one while taking-off. An engine part and the 

propeller were seen falling out from the plane. Soon the plane crashed, broke into two, and caught fire.

• Most of the passengers died instantly. Bose and his assistant, Rahman, decided to walk through flames because they 

failed to find any other escape. Since Bose's clothes were completely soaked in gasoline, they caught fire. 

• Now after this incident, while inquiry, a number of points came forward which were not completely justifiable.

1. Although they claimed that his head and body got completely burnt. His many body parts suffered third-degree 

burns. He first went into a coma, and a few hours later, he died. But there was no 

photographic proof of Bose's burnt body. 

2. Next point of doubt arises that his body was cremated then and there in a crematorium in 

Taiwan. His body could have been preserved and sent to India, and to his family.

3. His ashes were carried to Tokyo, and handed to Rama Murti, the president of the Tokyo 

Indian Independence League. And he handed over the ashes to the priest of the Renkoji 

Temple of Nichiren Buddhism in Tokyo and it is claimed that they still remain there. Again 

the point of doubt is if they were Bose's ashes, they could have handed it over to his family 

back in India.

Bose Death Mystery (1945)

Flight route of Bose's plane

Bose's statue in Renkoji Temple
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• These are some of those many reasons, why his supporters and admirers in Bengal, 

refused to believe the death of his news. Netaji had been reported dead many times 

before this incident, and everytime he emerged with a plan against the British Raj.

• Another death story states that, he successfully escaped and made it to Manchuria, and 

surrendered to the Soviet Union, after he was imprisoned and tortured by them to make 

sure that whether or not he was a British spy. Some believe that he died there, after a lot 

of torturing. But there is no solid proof to support this.

• It is also believed that Netaji was present at the funeral of Jawaharlal Nehru in 1964. 

There's a photographic proof to this as well.

• One of the most prominent stories connects the life of Netaji to that of a 'sadhu' who lived in Uttar 
Pradesh. He was prominently known as Gumnami Baba. He emerged out of nowhere. His followers 
addressed him as “Bhagwanji”.

• Gumnami Baba prominently known as “Bhagwanji”, was a hermit who lived in various 

cities of Uttar Pradesh from 1950s to 1985.

• There has been no clue of his life story before his appearance for the first time in the 1950s 

in the city of Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh. Moreover, not everyone had the privilege to meet 

him or see him. He used to draw a curtain between himself and his visitors while 

conversing. In addition to this, he has changed his residing place a number of times. These 

can be the probable reasons why he was known as “Gumnami”, as he had no name and no 

one knew much about him.

• Gumnami Baba died on September 16, 1985.

• A lot of his followers believed him to be Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, who 

was now spending the rest of his life with hidden identity, after he 

mysteriously disappeared in 1945. A lot of searches have been done to prove 

Bhagwanji's true identity. 

Bose spotted at Nehru's funeral

GUMNAMI BABA

Introduction

Gumnami Baba

Bose Death 
Mystery (1945)
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• All this began when journalist Ashok Tandon and associates published the story of 

Bhagwanji in a daily magazine in Faizabad. Next, Tandon went on to write “Gumnami 

Subhash” in 1986. Simultaneously, a series about Gumnami Baba (relating him with 

Bose) was published in another magazine.

• A list of items have been discovered from Bhagwanji's place of stay.

1. A lot of letters written by former officers of the INA viz. Pabitra Mohan Roy.

2. Letters written by family members of Bose.

3. Another letter by Trailokyanath Chakravarty, a famous revolutionist. The letters had the accounts of the time when 

Netaji was with him in the Mandalay Jail, and that he and many other people were waiting for him to return.

Search For Identity

4. A large number of books written in Bengali, Hindi, English, and 

Sanskrit were found.
› Complete works of Rabindranath Tagore, Saratchandra Chatterjee, and 

William Shakespeare
› Atharv Ved Samhita in Bengali by Durgadas Lahiri 
› Vivekananda Bani (Bengali) by Kumar Krishna Nandi
› “Sadhak Ramprasad” by Swami Vivekananda
› Bulletin of Netaji Research Bureau of January 1966
› Freedom and after by Rabindranath Khan
› Hindi copy of “30 years in Jail” by TrailokyaNath Chakravarty
› Selected works of P G Wodehouse, Charles Dickens, Lewis Carroll, 

Victor Hugo, Henry Miller, and Swami Abhedananda.
› Many books on modern history and politics like, “The Last Days of the 

British Raj” by Leonard Mosley, “History of the FreedomMovement in 

India”; 3 volumes by RC Majumdar, “The Lessons of History” by Will 

Durant and Ariel Durant, “India Wins Freedom”by Maulana Abul Kalam 

Azad, “Netaji Through German Lens” by Nanda Mookerjee, 

“Himalayan Blunder” by Brigadier John Dalvi,“India's China war” by 

Neville Maxwell, “Moscow's Shadow over West Bengal” by Rajni 

Mukherjee, and “The Gulag 

Archipelago”by Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyncopy.
› Copy of “International Military 

Tribunal for the Far East” .
› Few books of journalist Kuldip 

Nayar.
› A copy of Hanuman Chalisa 

and Bhagavad Gita.
Items recovered from Bhagwanji's dwelling place

5. Some other remnants included:

› Framed photographs of parents of Netaji, his school 

teacher Benimadhab Das, and elder brother Suresh 

Chandra Bose (draped in a typical Bengali silk).

› Group photo of Netaji's family, and single photo of Netaji's 

parents.

› Netaji's photo in INA uniform, photographs of several INA 

colleagues , and INA uniform, medals and insignia.

› An English made typewriter; Germans made binocular, 

and needles; and European crockery set.

› A Rolex golden watch and 2 golden round Omega watches 

(similar to what Netaji's father had gifted him).

6. Hand-drawn map of a route from Russia, through 

Mongolia, China, Tibet and Nepal; Map of 

Bangladesh; and few internationally published 

newspapers and magazines.

GUMNAMI BABA
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• When no one appeared to claim these items, the decision to auction those items was taken by district administration. But in 1986, a niece of 

Subhas Chandra Bose, Lalita Bose, went through all the items, and concluded that all the stuff belonged to her uncle. So she filed a petition in 

Allahabad High Court. She demanded to stop the auction, and hand over the items to her, if it's inferred that Gumnami Baba was Netaji.

• The state government filed a counter affidavit, where they mentioned that all the items belonged to Netaji. They also included that on the 

birthday of Netaji i.e. 23rd January, a closed door celebration used to be done in Bhagwanji's room, when people from Calcutta visited him.

• In 2004, a DNA analysis of teeth was done. Journalist Anuj Dhar recovered a box containing nine teeth from Bhagwanji's stuff, and he 

requested Justice Mukherjee to allow the conduction of DNA analysis of the teeth sample. Therefore, two separate teeth samples, along with 

blood samples of Netaji's family members, were sent for analysis to CSFL, Hyderabad and CSFL, Kolkata.

• Hyderabad Laboratory failed to give any results, and claimed that enough DNA was not yielded so as to do the complete analysis. On the 

other hand, Kolkata Laboratory results stated that DNA from teeth samples did not match with the DNA from blood samples of Netaji's 

family members.

• But Professor Gyaneshwar Choubey, a DNA expert from BHU, studied the report from CSFL and said that there were many problems with the 

analysis because the software used was not the one meant for electropherogram analysis. He added that obtaining “40-100 mg” of pulp from 

a tooth is impractical.

• Next, Anuj Dhar went on for handwriting analysis, and approached B. Lal Kapoor, for the purpose. He was a former Chief Examiner for the 

Questioned Documents. He examined the handwritings of Netaji and Bhagwanji, both in Bengali as well as in English, and claimed that both 

belong to the same person. This was again done under Mukherjee Commission. But Justice Mukherjee had to get this verified by the 

Government experts. And contrary to Kapoor's result, they gave a negative report. Point to be noted - Report from Government experts was 

very short, vague and not explained properly.

• Handwriting was also verified by Curt Baggett, an expert from the US, and handwriting expert Ashok Kashyap. Baggett claimed that both the 

known as well as questioned documents are written by the same person. And even Kashyap said that the volume of one's handwriting can not 

be forged so perfectly.

Mukherjee Commission

• The commission was set up in the name of Justice 

Manoj Mukherjee, in 1999, for investigating whether 

Netaji was alive after the 1945 plane crash or not.

• The above mentioned points were considered, which 

included the story of Bhagwanji by Ashok Tandon and 

associates, and the petition filed by Lalita Bose.

• Justice Mukherjee even considered the fact mentioned 

by Apurba Chandra Ghosh, who has seen Bhagwanji 

face to face, and has also met Netaji personally. 

According to him, Bhagwanji once asked him about 

the house guard 'Bahadur' who guarded Netaji's 

Elgin Road house in Calcutta, and also about Goddess 

Kali's photo in Netaji's room, whether it's still there 

or not.

• A doctor from Faizabad, Dr. Priyabrat Banerjee 

and his family used to visit Bhagwanji frequently. 

His mother narrated an incident when she asked 

Bhagwanji about something, and he replied in 

Bengali, “A man who is deprived of his own 

parents and siblings, who can't call his country his 

own, can only feel hurt. He has no right to get 

angry.” But this wasn't taken under consideration 

by Justice Mukherjee.

• Moreover, since the official DNA analysis report 

and handwriting report were negative, he had to 

declare that Bhagwanji was not Netaji.

GUMNAMI BABA
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Sahai Commission

• The commission was formed on the order of the 

Allahabad High Court in the name of Justice Vishnu 

Sahai in 2016.

• After 3 years of inquiry and hearing 45 witnesses, 

Justice Sahai concluded:-

1. "He was a Bengali;

2. He was well-versed in Bengali, English and Hindi 

languages;

3. He was an extraordinarily well-read person 

because a very large number of books in Bengali, 

English and Hindi, on a large number of subjects, 

were found in that portion of Ram Bhawan, 

Faizabad in which he lived;

4. He was very well-informed about war, politics and 

current affairs;

5. There was an air of authority in his voice/tone, 

similar to that in the voice/tone of Netaji Subhash 

Chandra Bose;

6. He had tremendous will-power and self-control 

• The already mentioned searches and study were 

analysed again and rejected, owing to the same reason.

• Jayanti Rakshit, Sarat Chandra Bose's granddaughter, 

after personally meeting the investigators, etc. believed 

that Bhagwanji was his grand uncle. This was the first 

witness to be heard by Justice Sahai, but he rejected the 

claim.

• Ashok Tandon did a thorough research and revealed 

some facts that took Justice Sahai by surprise.

1. A slip was found which had a note in Bengali and it 

read: “If what happened between Haripura and 

Wellington had not happened then life could have 

gone in a different direction.” Fact says that Netaji 

was elected as Congress President at Haripura , and 

he resigned from the post in Wellington.

2. Another one by Tandon had it, that a list was sent to 

Leela Roy, and “photo of mother and father” was 

mentioned there, and there was no mention whose 

which enabled him to live the last 10 years of 

his life in Ayodhya and Faizabad behind a 

curtain;

7. People with whom he used to talk from behind a 

curtain were mesmerized after listening to 

him;

8. He spent a considerable time in pooja and 

meditation;

9. He was fond of good things of life like music, 

cigar and food;

10. He was an admirer of Subhas Chandra Bose but 

whenever rumour started spreading that he 

was Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, he 

immediately changed his house; and.

11. He was disillusioned with the State of 

Governance in India."

mother and father were mentioned. But the photo was of 

the parents of Netaji, Prabhawati Devi and Janaki Nath 

Bose.

• After such evidence, Justice Sahai claimed that he can 

not declare anything with full surety but there was a 

high possibility that Netaji and Gumnami Baba were the 

same person. But he again rejected this as well, owing to 

the results of DNA analysis and handwriting analysis.

• There were some very vague statements given by family 

members of Bose, so as to dismiss the claim of 

Bhagwanji being Netaji.

• "On account of serious afflictions and illness from 

which Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose suffered and his 

frequent confinement in Jails it is scarcely conceivable 

that he could have survived as a mortal human being 

until his late eighties, as would have been the case had 

he been Gumnami Baba. (Subhash Chandra Bose was 

born in 1897 and Gumnami Baba died on September 16, 

1985)”

GUMNAMI BABA
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• "Since neither the parents nor siblings of Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose lived till late eighties, considering 

the perilous life which Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose had lived, it is most unlikely that he would have lived 

till the age of 88 years"

• "Briefly, it is unthinkable that the person who was Netaji would disappear into seclusion from 1945,until 

his death 40 years later at the age of 88 years – decades in which his beloved India lurched from crisis to 

crisis, beginning with the monstrous tragedy of partition on religious lines. Would Subhash Chandra Bose 

have idly stood by while the agonies of communalism, massive poverty and bad Government assailed the 

people of India? I will be quite unequivocal in saying that this is impossible."

• However, there was no solid evidence or merits of these statements, still Justice Sahai considered them, 

and put out his declaration accordingly.

Sahai Commission

MEMORIALS 

• Coins and Stamps:

1. Postal stamps in 1964, 1993, 1997, 2001, 2016, and 2018 had the picture of Netaji.

2. He was featured in Rs.2 coin in 1996 and 1997, Rs.75 coin in 2018, and Rs.125 coin in 2021.

GUMNAMI BABA

“Soldiers who always remain faithful to their nation, who are 

always prepared to sacrifice their lives, are invincible.”
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• Colleges and Universities:

• Media:

1. Netaji Mahavidyalaya, Arambagh, Hooghly District, West Bengal.

2. Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Bihta, Patna.

3. Netaji Subhas Mahavidyalaya, Haldibari, West Bengal.

4. Netaji Subhas Open University, Kolkata, West Bengal.

5. Netaji Subhas University of Technology, Dwarka, New Delhi.

6. Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Medical College, Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh.

7. Netaji Subhash Engineering College, Kolkata, West Bengal

8. Netaji Subhash Vidyaniketan, Agartala, Tripura.

9. Subhas Chandra Bose Centenary College, Murshidabad, West Bengal.

10.All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Bhubaneshwar, Odisha.
 

Netaji Subhash Vidyaniketan, Agartala, Tripura

1. Netaji Subhash, a documentary film directed by Chhotubhai Desai in 1947.

2. Subhas Chandra, a biographical drama film directed by Pijush Basu in 1966.

3. Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, a biographical drama film by Hemen Gupta in 1966

4. Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose; The Forgotten Hero is a 2004 Indian epic biographical war 

film, written and directed by Shyam Benegal. The film depicts the life of Bose in Nazi 

Germany and in Japanese-occupied Asia, and the formation of the Azad Hind Fauj 

Mahanayak, a Marathi Historical Novel written by Vishvas Patil in 2005.

5. His Majesty's Opponent, a biography of Subhash Chandra Bose written by Sugata Bose 

in 2011.

6. Subhash Chandra Bose: The Mystery, a documentary film with conspiracy theories 

regarding Bose's death in 2016 by Iqbal Malhotra.

7. Netaji Bose: The Lost Treasure, a television documentary film of 2017. It explores the 

INA treasure controversy.
8. Bose: Dead/Alive, a nine episodes web series by Ekta Kapoor..

9. Netaji, a daily television series broadcasted on Zee Bangla in 2019.

10.Gumnami, a Bengali mystery film by Srijit Mukherji in 2019. It deals with Netaji's death 

mystery.

• All India Netaji Revolutionary Party was a political party in India which was founded 

in connection with the 5th All India Netaji Connection 1999. The party was led by V. P. 

Saini, who was also the President of the Netaji Research Foundation.

• Netaji' was a Tamil language weekly magazine published by the All India Forward Bloc 

in Tamil Nadu.

Netaji Bhawan
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• Netaji Bhawan is a building maintained as a memorial and research centre 

dedicated to the life of Bose in Kolkata.

• Gomoh Junction is a railway junction station in Jharkhand. Officially it is 

known as Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Gomoh.

• The Subhash Chandra Bose statue, located in Shyambazar, Kolkata, is one of the most 

important statues and landmarks in Kolkata.

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Gomoh Junction

Netaji statue in Shyambazar,

 Kolkata

• Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose International Airport is an International airport located in Kolkata, West Bengal, serving the Kolkata 
metropolitan.

• In 2021, the Government of India declared 23rd January as Parakram Divas to commemorate the birth anniversary of Netaji Subhash 
Chandra Bose.

• The Ministry of Railways of India renamed one of the oldest running trains of India, Kalka Mail as Netaji Express from 23rd January 2021.

• Anuj Dhar is an Indian author and former journalist. He has published many books on the death of Subhas Chandra Bose. He is also the 
founder of a non-profit organisation, Mission Netaji, which works for the declassification of documents concerning Bose.

Quotes By Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose

1.“Give me blood and I will give you freedom”.

2.“Dilli Chalo!” (He gave this as a means of motivation to the INA 

armies).

3.“Jai Hind.” It means “Glory to India!” This was later adopted by the 

Government of India and Indian Army.

4.“Ittehad, Etemad, Qurbani”, which means “Unity, Argument, 

Sacrifice.”
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1. Besides being an Indian barrister and independence activist, Sarat Chandra Bose was Subhas' 

favourite brother.

2. Bose was registered to Cambridge University on November 19, 1919.

3. In April 1921, Bose firmly decided to drop the plan of appearing in ICS examination, and wrote a 

letter to the Secretary of State for India, Edwin Montagu, on April 22, 1921. The letter read, “I wish 

to have my name removed from the list of probationers in the Indian Civil Service.”

4. Subhas' mentor, Chittaranjan Das was the leader of Congress and Indian nationalism in Bengal. He 

believed in extremism and this attracted young men like Subhas. 

5. Netaji's book “The Indian Struggle” was published in 1935.

6. Freedom fighter Subhas Chandra Bose was imprisoned 11 times from 1921 to 1941. In fact, he became 

the mayor of Calcutta, while he was in prison in 1930.

7. Subhas' wife, Emilie Schenkl died in 1996.

8. The slogan “Inquilab Zindabad” which was adopted by the Indian National Army was given by 

Maulana Hasrat Mohani.

13 Facts On Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 
And The INA

9. Bose was transferred from German submarine U-180 to Imperial Japanese submarine I-29, in 1943 when he 

fled from Germany to reach Japan. That was the only civilian transfer between two submarines of two different 

navies during World War II.

10.The Indian National Army had the Rani of Jhansi Regiment, a special women's unit. It was headed by Captain 

Lakshmi Swaminathan.

11.The Andaman and Nicobar Islands were named as Shaheed (martyr) and Swaraj (independence) respectively, 

after the establishment of the Indian National Army there in 1943.

12.Gandhi was first addressed as the “Father of Nation” by Subhas Chandra 

Bose in a speech broadcast on Azad Hind Radio on 6th July 1944 in 

Singapore.

13.Gandhi called Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose as the “Prince among 

Patriots.”

Rani of Jhansi Regiment and Captain Lakshmi Swaminathan 

marching beside Netaji
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